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In a multicultural environment, having intercultural competences is the most important determining factor between success and failure. This
concise book introduces the topic for students and scholars. Building upon an accessible understanding of cultural differences, the author
provides various models for understanding and framing culture. Theory is linked to practice by examining how to deal with intercultural
conflicts via practical examples and advice. Students striving to perform well in intercultural environments, will benefit from reading this book
which helps them convert models and cultural knowledge into practical skills.
Aangevuld met de bibliografie van de friese taal- en literatuurwetenschap.
Within the scope of today’s globalisation, linguistic diversity is a given fact of the world we live in. In several educational contexts in Europe,
language awareness (LA) activities have been introduced with the objective to prepare pupils cognitively, socially and/or critically for life as
multilingual, open minded and/or empowered citizens in a diverse world. Despite previous research in various contexts, the concept of LA
remains problematic: a generally accepted, evidence-based conceptualisation is missing. This confronts both research and education with a
challenge: in order to develop LA activities, implement them successfully in educational contexts and achieve the expected outcomes, we
should know what the concept stands for, how it works and why we would choose to implement it in classrooms (or not). This volume focuses
on three apparent simple questions: what, how and why? The first question – what? – refers to the concept(ual mess) of LA. The second
question – how? – refers to the implementation of LA activities in several educational contexts. The third question – why? – is a recurrent
theme running through all the chapters and deals with a reflection on the way we deal (un)consciously with LA activities in education.
Met lit. opg. Weergave van een aantal lezingen, die op het symposium zijn gehouden. Onderwerpen zijn onder andere lezen op de
basisschool, literatuuronderwijs, leesbevorderingsprojecten in Nederland en op de Nederlandse Antillen en de rol van de bibliotheek bij
leesbevordering.
Your all-inclusive guide to Windows 10 Anniversary Edition Windows 10 Bible, Anniversary Update presents the ultimate reference for
enterprise and professional Windows 10 Anniversary Update users. From setup and settings to networking and the daily workflow, this book
provides expert guidance on all aspects of the OS. Read from beginning to end for a comprehensive tour of all of the nooks and crannies, or
dip in as needed to find quick answers to your most pressing issues'formatted as a reference divided into mini-tutorials, this guide delves
deep into the Windows 10 Anniversary Update to walk you through every inch of functionality. Personalize your settings, desktop, and
security to augment the way you work; configure Windows 10 for enterprise with remote access, groups, and Hyper-V; set up a private
network for two or 20 computers, and manage security to keep your content safe'everything you need to know is explained here. This book
provides clear, authoritative guidance toward every aspect of the old and new to help you take advantage of everything Windows 10
Anniversary Update has to offer. Customize your Windows 10 Anniversary Update experience Install and remove hardware and software Set
up your network and configure security Manage content, connect to printers, and troubleshoot issues Clear your to-do list faster than ever
with Cortana voice commands, Windows Ink, Windows Hello, and a cross-platform capability that allows you to integrate a range of platforms
including tablets, phones, Raspberry Pi, and even Xbox. Even if you're an experienced user, you're probably missing out on some very cool
features'let the Windows 10 Bible, Anniversary Update fill the gaps and take your Windows 10 experience to the next level.
This is a user-friendly guide to the theory and practice of task-based learning for the classroom teacher. The book shows how the task-based
approach can be used to deal with all ages and levels, including mixed-ability classes, integrated skills and corpus work, and grammatical
analysis.

This is the first collection of research studies to explore the potential for mixed methods to shed light on foreign or second
language learning by young learners in instructed contexts. It brings together recent studies undertaken in Cameroon, China,
Croatia, Ethiopia, France, Germany, Italy, Kenya, Mexico, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Tanzania and the UK. Themes include
English as an additional language, English as a second or foreign language, French as a modern foreign language, medium of
instruction controversies and content and language integrated learning (CLIL). The volume reviews the choice of research
methodologies for early language learning research in schools with a particular focus on mixed methods and proposes that in the
multidisciplinary context of early language learning this paradigm allows for a more comprehensive understanding of the evidence
than other approaches might provide. The collection will be of interest to in-service and trainee teachers of young language
learners, graduate students in the field of TESOL and early language learning, teacher educators, researchers and policymakers.
How to become an NLP practitioner?or supercharge your coaching skills with NLP One of the most popular methods for helping
people achieve their life aspirations?Neuro-Linguistic Programmming, or NLP, holds the key to remaking one's future. NLP
encourages users to re-create the thought patterns common to those who excel, a process that helps gradually weed out negative
or habitual thinking. Using the key elements of NLP?developing a coaching relationship, shedding light on patterns, managing
emotional states, and shaping an agenda for change?this practical, inspiring guide offers the tools for helping your clients upgrade
the quality of their personal or professional lives. Reveals ten powerful coaching questions, ten traps to avoid in coaching, and ten
ways to enhance your coaching skills Offers tips on laying the foundation for success and quick win sessions Insights on how to
tap into passion and purpose?and making goals come alive Methods for coaching yourself or your team and coaching through
conflict Other books by Burton: NLP For Dummies, NLP Workbook For Dummies, and Building Self-Confidence For Dummies
Ideal for those working towards becoming an NLP practitioner or master coach, Coaching with NLP For Dummies is a guidebook
to life transformation?for both client and practitioner.
This book explores the implications for the curriculum, for teaching and for the authority structure of schools and colleges of an
analysis of ‘education’ in which the development of knowledge and understanding is accorded a central position. The book
explains what philosophy of education is, and by concentrating on its central concepts, initiates readers into exploring it for
themselves. It also serves as a succinct introduction to the growing literature on philosophy of education in the UK.
This book describes a process framework for business information management: the Business Information Services Library
(BiSL®) – a public domain standard that is consistent with the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) and Application Services Library
(ASL). BiSL establishes a bridge between IT and business processes, and between business information administrators and
information managers. The BiSL process model provides an insight into all of the primary processes within their field of operations
and into the relationship between the various processes. It offers a starting point for the improvement of these processes using
best practices, amongst other things, and it provides uniform terminology. This book explains BiSL, a process framework for
business information management, encompassing the best way to manage and execute business information management in dayto-day practice, and explains how the framework BiSL can help to improve business processes and the alignment of business and
IT. Additional Training material is available for free for APMG accredited trainers. If you want to have this sent to you, please send
an e-mail to: info@vanharen.net By this book is a separate file (free, via internet) available: • All images in the book, in Powerpoint
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format. Click on the button Training Material by the book on our website.
Teaching Geography Creatively was Winner of the Geographical Association Gold Award 2014 and Winner of the Geographical
Association Silver Award 2017. This fully updated second edition of Teaching Geography Creatively is a stimulating source of
guidance for busy trainee and experienced teachers. Packed full of practical approaches for bringing the teaching of geography to
life, it offers a range of innovative ideas for exploring physical geography, human geography and environmental issues.
Underpinned by the very latest research and theory, expert authors from schools and universities explore the inter-relationship
between creativity and learning, and consider how creativity can enhance pupils’ motivation, self-image and well-being. Two
brand new chapters focus on creative approaches to learning about the physical world, as well as the value of alternative learning
settings. Further imaginative ideas include: games and starter activities as entry points for creative learning how to keep
geography messy the outdoors and learning beyond the classroom how to teach geography using your local area the links
between geography and other areas of the curriculum looking at geography, creativity and the future fun and games in geography
engaging with the world through picture-books teaching about sustainability. With contemporary, cutting-edge practice at the
forefront, Teaching Geography Creatively is an essential read for all trainee and practicing teachers, offering a variety of practical
strategies to create a fun and stimulating learning environment. In the process it offers a pedagogy that respects the integrity of
children as joyful and imaginative learners and which offers a vision of how geography can contribute to constructing a better and
more equitable world.
Narratives enable readers to vividly experience fictional and non-fictional contexts. Writers use a variety of language features to
control these experiences: they direct readers in how to construct contexts, how to draw inferences and how to identify the key
parts of a story. Writers can skilfully convey physical sensations, prompt emotional states, effect moral responses and even alter
the readers' attitudes. Mind, Brain and Narrative examines the psychological and neuroscientific evidence for the mechanisms
which underlie narrative comprehension. The authors explore the scientific developments which demonstrate the importance of
attention, counterfactuals, depth of processing, perspective and embodiment in these processes. In so doing, this timely,
interdisciplinary work provides an integrated account of the research which links psychological mechanisms of language
comprehension to humanities work on narrative and style.
Simple text and photographs show some of the many simple games children play around the world.
Voorts een alphabetische lijst van Nederlandsche boeken in België uitgegeven.
Taaljournaalgroep 5 : werkboek spelling : een systematische leergang spelling voor de basisschoolDe wereld in getallengroep
5Naut 5De wereld in getallengroep 3BoekbladBrinkman's Cumulatieve catalogus van boeken de in Nederland en vlaanderen zijn
uitgegeven of herdrukte??? ???? ??? ?? ???? ??? ????... ?????? ???????? ?? ??????, ????, ??"? ??????? ... ?? ?? ????? ?? ??
????? ...Argus Clou natuur en techniekgroep 3Brinkman's cumulatieve catalogus van boeken
This book offers 150 12-lead ECGs and rhythm strips, each with a clinical case history and question. The full ECG is reproduced
and a study of it with the case history should be enough to give an answer. On the back the case is examined, with a description of
the main features of the ECG along with a clinical interpretation and a "what to do" section. The cases are graded in difficulty. The
unique page size allows presentation of all 12-lead ECGs across a single page for clarity. Several of the cases incorporate chest Xrays and coronary angiograms illustrating the appearances that are associated with various cardiac conditions. All the cases are
graded in difficulty and are cross-referenced to the new editions of ECG Made Easy and ECG in Practice for further information.
For this Fourth Edition over 30 new ECGs have been included, mainly to provide clearer examples, though the book deliberately
retains some technically poor records to maintain a ’real-world’ perspective.
We want our students to know that learning is as important a goal as problem solving in mathematics. Failing to solve a problem
but learning something from studying the solution is not a failure at all. Because understanding a new idea is itself a creative
process, as mathematically impressive as discovering it in the first place. And it's also just as valuable - mathematics needs people
who are able to learn challenging ideas with depth. If what we mainly value is problem solving, studying a solution is just giving up.
But if we value achieving mathematical understanding, we can see the studying of a solution for what it is: a core mathematical
act. And that's why studying mathematical examples is so valuable.
"How lovely to discover a book on the craft of writing that is also fun to read . . . Alison asserts that the best stories follow patterns
in nature, and by defining these new styles she offers writers the freedom to explore but with enough guidance to thrive." ?Maris
Kreizman, Vulture A Publishers Weekly Best Book of 2019 | A Poets & Writers Best Books for Writers As Jane Alison writes in the
introduction to her insightful and appealing book about the craft of writing: “For centuries there’s been one path through fiction
we’re most likely to travel? one we’re actually told to follow?and that’s the dramatic arc: a situation arises, grows tense, reaches
a peak, subsides . . . But something that swells and tautens until climax, then collapses? Bit masculosexual, no? So many other
patterns run through nature, tracing other deep motions in life. Why not draw on them, too?" W. G. Sebald’s Emigrants was the
first novel to show Alison how forward momentum can be created by way of pattern, rather than the traditional arc--or, in nature,
wave. Other writers of nonlinear prose considered in her “museum of specimens” include Nicholson Baker, Anne Carson,
Marguerite Duras, Gabriel García Márquez, Jamaica Kincaid, Clarice Lispector, Susan Minot, David Mitchell, Caryl Phillips, and
Mary Robison. Meander, Spiral, Explode is a singular and brilliant elucidation of literary strategies that also brings high spirits and
wit to its original conclusions. It is a liberating manifesto that says, Let’s leave the outdated modes behind and, in thinking of new
modes, bring feeling back to experimentation. It will appeal to serious readers and writers alike.
In Making Every Maths Lesson Count: Six principles to support great maths teaching, experienced maths teacher and lecturer
Emma McCrea takes away the guesswork as she sums up the key components of effective maths teaching. Maths classrooms are
incredibly complex places. At any given time, the factors influencing the effectiveness of your teaching are boundless and this can
lead to relying on intuition as to what might work best. This book aims to signpost a route through this complexity. Writing in the
practical, engaging style of the award-winning Making Every Lesson Count, Emma McCrea helps teachers to move beyond trial
and error by sharing evidence-informed tips and suggestions on how they can nudge the impact of their teaching in the right
direction. Making Every Maths Lesson Count is underpinned by six pedagogical principles challenge, explanation, modelling,
practice, feedback and questioning and presents 52 high-impact strategies designed to streamline teacher workload and ramp up
the level of challenge in the maths classroom. The book draws out the key findings from the latest research on memory, learning
and motivation and each chapter features numerous worked examples to demonstrate the theory in action, together with a
concluding series of questions that will help maths practitioners relate the content to their own classroom practice. Furthermore,
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Emma's writing offers clarity around the language of maths teaching and learning, and also delves into the finer points of how to
identify and address any misconceptions that students may hold. Written for new and experienced practitioners alike, this gimmickfree guide provides sensible solutions to perennial problems and inspires a rich, challenging and evidence-based approach to the
teaching of maths. Suitable for maths teachers of students aged 11 to 18 years, and for primary school maths specialists.
With 1901/1910-1956/1960 Repertoium is bound: Brinkman's Titel-catalohus van de gedurende 1901/1910-1956/1960 (Title varies
slightly).
Leesmethode voor voortgezet technisch lezen voor groep 4 t/m 8 die tevens een leerlijn leesbevordering en literatuureducatie
bevat die toewerkt naar referentieniveau 1S.
Linear Lie Groups
The Thinkers Keys are 20 powerful strategies for teaching children to think. Specifically designed to be used by 8 to 14 year-olds,
they are placed into two general groups: 1. Purple Keys (the 10 critical thinking strategies). For research, for organising yourself,
for the development of action plans, for reflection. 2. Orange Keys (the 10 creative thinking strategies). For generating all-new
ideas, for pushing the limits of your creativity, for seeing things very differently.
An award-winning children's classic. A gripping story about the horrors and dilemmas of war As the Second World War
approaches its end, the Netherlands is still under Nazi control and any acts of resistance are punishable by death. But when fifteenyear-old Michiel is asked to take care of a British Spitfire pilot he doesn’t think twice. He joins the secret struggle against the
Nazis, working every day to end the occupation and protect those in danger from it, knowing all the time that spies are everywhere
and one loose word could cost him his life... Winter in Wartime is a thrilling, powerful and inspiring adventure story, based on the
author’s own experiences as a child in Nazi-occupied Holland. Jan Terlouw was born in the Netherlands in 1931. He worked as a
nuclear physicist in countries across the world before entering politics as a representative of the Dutch D66 party in 1971.
Alongside his political career he has written many successful children's books, including Winter in Wartime which was based on
his own memories of the Nazi occupation. It won the Golden Pen Prize for the best Dutch children's book in 1973 and has since
been adapted for film and stage.
Iran, 1969. In the house of the mosque, the family of Aqa Jaan has lived for eight centuries. The house teems with life, played out
under the watchful eyes of the storks that nest on the minarets above. But this family will experience upheaval unknown to
previous generations. For in Iran, political unrest is brewing. The shah is losing his hold on power; the ayatollah incites rebellion
from his exile in France; and one day the ayatollah returns. The consequences will be felt in every corner of Aqa Jaan's family.
Tis the season to be jolly -- and holey cheese was I trying! But on my way to New York City to meet my family for the holidays, my
luggage got switched with another mouse's... Oh, rats! Now I had to scurry all over the Big Apple trying to track down that mouse...
and all my Christmas presents! And I, Geronimo Stilton, am not a big cheese when it comes to getting around the Big Apple!
Developmental Education is an approach to education in school that aims at promoting children’s cultural development and their
abilities to participate autonomously and well-informed in the cultural practices of their community. From the point of view of
Cultural-historical Activity theory (CHAT), a play-based curriculum has been developed over the past decades for primary school,
which presents activity contexts for pupils in the classroom that create learning and teaching opportunities for helping pupils with
appropriating cultural knowledge, skills, and moral understandings in meaningful ways. The approach is implemented in numerous
Dutch primary schools classrooms with the explicit intention to support the learning of both pupils and teachers. The book focuses
especially on education of young children (4 – 8 years old) in primary school and presents the underpinning concepts of this
approach, and chapters on examples of good practices in a variety of subject matter areas, such as literacy (vocabulary
acquisition, reading, writing), mathematics, and arts. Successful implementation of Developmental Education in the classroom
strongly depends on dynamic assessment and continuous observations of young pupils’ development. Strategies for
implementation of both the teaching practices and assessment strategies are discussed in detail in the book.
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